The main purpose of this paper is the following algebraic generalization of the corona theorem for the disc algebra A ( 
Introduction
Let A (/3) be the disc algebra, that is the Banach algebra of continuous functions on the closed unit disc/3, which are analytic on the open unit disc D, under the usual pointwise operations and the sup-norm.
The purely algebraic structure of A (13) and subalgebras seems not very much investigated in the literature. The only newer consideration we know is D~E~RICH [1] .
The structure of the closed (and therefore maximal) ideals in A (/3) are well known (see HoF~rxzq [3] , I o. 82ff.). Unfortunately this gives us not too much information about the structure of the finitely generated ideals.
The only fact we can wring out is the so called baby corona theorem (corona theorem for the algebra A (D)), which says that the finitely generated ideal (fl ..... fn) is the whole algebra A(/3), ff and only if the functions fi have no common zero on /3. For a more convenient discription we introduce the ideal (fl,...,fn) is clearly contained in W(fl,...,fn), but in general properly, even in the case n -----1.
Although the algebra A (13) is commonly known as much nicer than e.g. the Banach algebra H% the following fact aggravates the theory of finitely generated ideals:
Two functions may not have a greatest common divisor (GCD) as the example with fl (z) = 1 --z and fe
If leW(fi ..... %)then 1 is of course a GCD off1,...,fn and the corona theorem for A (D) says that the GCD is a linear combination of the ft. We show that this result holds whenever the functions f1,...,% have a GCD. 
Algebraic Generalization of the Corona

is an outer function in A (D).
Proof. That f is an outer function in H ~~ follows from logk (e ~ t) eL 1 (D~) and k (e t t) continuous on ~D (see DU~EN [2] , p. 24). Since k is continuously differentiable on P (k(e~t):/:O!), so is logk(dt). With the corollary in HOFFMAN [3] , p. 79 it follows that f is continuous on P. Since f(e it) tends to zero when e ~t tends to a point of aD ~P, f is actually continuous on ~D, therefore feA (/3). 
Proof. Since one direction is clear, let If(e ~ t) ] <~ !g (d t) [ a. e. on 0D, or in other words log If(e tt) I--log
